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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Summertime and the living are easy. This issue of

After a delightful period of strong television tran-

our APSCC Quarterly asks the question: what is the

sponder demand growth in recent years, transpon-

state of satellite broadcasting in Asia-Pacific and

der utilization across the Asia-Pacific region saw

where is it likely to be heading over the course of

limited growth from 862 TPEs in 2015 to just under

the next decade? Our experts cover the range of

890 TPEs in 2016, not surprisingly driven by South

issues from DTH to ‘Cable’ Head-end distribution

Asia. And after a slow start, capacity growth was

that includes everything from traditional linear

driven by HD in Asia Pacific with Euroconsult esti-

broadcast television to Over-the-Top (OTT) distribu-

mating that more than two thirds of the new chan-

tion to mobile multi-media and DTT head-end terres-

nels rolled out in the region were in HD format.

trial redistribution.
Transponder usage is moving towards more efficient
In Asia, linear broadcast television continues to be

compression (and the need for less satellite band-

the most popular method of consuming video con-

width) away from MPEG-2 towards MPEG-4, with

tent and for many satellite companies the largest

HEVC taking off in Asia. On the plus side, with HD

segment of satellite demand, but a paradigm shift is

and even Ultra HD roll-out growing there is a close

occurring in how we consume this content. While

balance in transponder demand.

we may still be watching the same content, we
want to watch it at different times, places, and on

And while some in our industry our predicting dire

different devices – mobile phones, laptops and flat

times ahead especially in this fragmented and

panel displays (from hand-held to large wall mount-

increasingly OTT driven world the good news is that

ed televisions).

all of our contributing writers are reasonably bullish
on the future of satellite broadcasting in Asia-

To succeed, Pay-TV operators of all kinds need to

Pacific. No one expects the same rates of growth

incorporate OTT content to complement the Pay-TV

that we have had but all see demand stabilizing and

side of their business, enabling them to time-shift,

modestly growing over the next decade.

location shift and device shift their content, delivering both the linear and non-linear experience. In this
issue, we explore the changing role of satellite
operators in this transition and how the satellite
operators, pay-TV platform providers and the entire
eco-system is evolving to keep and capture this new
app-driven marketplace.

Gregg Daffner
President, APSCC
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Trends & Forecasts for Video Services
in the Asia Pacific Region
Dimitri Buchs, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult

After strong growth in recent years, consolidated transponder utilization across the Asia Pacific region saw
limited growth from 862 TPEs in 2015 to just under 890 TPEs in 2016, driven by South Asia. Overall, regional
growth slowed as several platforms decreased their number of channels, due to end of service or consolidation
of channels with a single satellite operator. Examples include Univision (Mongolia) and GMMZ (Thailand)
which both ended services in 2016 and Transvision (Indonesia) which stopped distributing channels on
Telkom-1 and now only uses Measat 3b. At the same time, several new satellite pay-TV platforms rolled out
services in 2016 including RealVu (Bangladesh) and Sky Direct in the Philippines.
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In 2016, channel growth was driven by HD in Asia Pacific. More than 2/3 of the new channels rolled out in the

South East Asia Through 2025

region were in HD format. The number of SD channels broadcast in Asia Pacific remained largely stable. UHD

Through 2025, video broadcasting demand should reach 340 units with a CAGR of 4%. Simultaneously, the

channels saw expansion from just six channels in 2015 to thirteen in 2016; while five are free-to-air channels,

number of TV channels could increase to more than 4,700 by 2025, which includes 1,800 HD channels and 80

eight of these UHD channels are broadcast by DTH platforms, including Sky Perfect TV, Skylife, Tata Sky and

UHD channels. The growth should mainly be supported by satellite pay-TV platforms. New platforms could be

Videocon D2H.

launched in a few countries, as most countries in South East Asia are still at an early stage of pay-TV development, and as several market players are still in a fragile position, notably in Indonesia. Demand should also be

Compression standards in the Asia Pacific region are moving away from Mpeg-2 and towards Mpeg-4, with

driven by the development of HDTV as well as the digitization of ground networks. Further, some platforms in

HEVC taking off and currently growing faster than in other regions of the world. More than 500 Mpeg-4 chan-

countries (such as Indonesia) with a high number of active services may consolidate their activities or end ser-

nels were added in 2016, while at the same time Mpeg-2 went from 3,400 channels in 2015 to 3,050 channels

vices, especially once growth in subscribers and revenue slows down.

in 2016. HEVC started to be used in 2016 in the region, with 140 channels distributed at the end of 2016. Two
pay-TV services currently broadcast all of their channels in HEVC: Dish HD (Taiwan) and Medianet Hits (India),
with the former being the first satellite pay-TV platform to switch from Mpeg-4 to HEVC in the region.
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North East Asia Through 2025
Transponder demand for broadcasting and TV channels distributed should both observe limited growth by
2025. Despite the negative impact of the end of SD/HD simulcasts for DTH platforms in the short term and the
development of OTT, the regional market is expected to benefit from different factors. The main driver after

South Asia Through 2025

2020 should be UHD. Following the rollout of the first channels in 2014, the region is expected to be one of the

The number of TV channels broadcast via satellite is expected to reach 5,630 in 2025, up from just over 4,200

world pioneers for the development of both 4K and 8K (from 2020). A total of 110 UHD channels are expected

in 2015. Regular capacity demand could reach 315 TPEs by 2025. Growth should mainly be supported by com-

to be broadcast in North East Asia in 2025. HD, despite the already advanced development stage of the for-

petition in pay TV as well as by the possible launch of several new platforms including in Pakistan where DTH

mat, should continue to drive the market, with roughly 100 channels added by 2025.

licenses have recently been auctioned. In the short term, growth should largely depend on the availability of
additional capacity to distribute new TV channels. In the longer term, growth is expected to result from large
HD rollouts and the first Ultra HD rollouts. More than 1,400 HD channels could be distributed by 2025, with

China Area Through 2025

more than 1,000 new HD signals during the forecast period. UHD should remain limited to around 65 channels

The region, particularly mainland China, offers numerous opportunities for satellite pay-TV. Our initial assump-

in 2025. HTS could also be used for TV broadcasting. In terms of primary market risks, consolidation within the

tion is that the “satellite TV platforms” type of services is unlikely to be launched in the short to middle term.

DTH market would have a significant impact on capacity usage. A change in the regulatory framework could

Still, licensees for such services would likely be Chinese companies that are potentially state-owned.

also impact the market.

Furthermore, mainland Chinese satellite operators should be preferred for the broadcast of such platforms.
Based on the assumption that platforms will be in service and that there will be substantial progress in the
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digitization of terrestrial networks, the number of channels is expected to develop progressively in the next
decade. The number of TV channels broadcast by satellite would increase to 2,000 channels by 2025. The number of transponders leased for TV broadcasting would reach 170 units by 2025. HD is expected to largely contribute to growth, with about 780 HD channels (~40% of total channels) broadcast by 2025. Ultra HD is expected to remain limited.

Oceania Pacific Through 2025
In the forecast period, growth is expected to come from the introduction of more HD channels and more digital
channels to fill terrestrial networks. Growth is nevertheless expected to be limited by the relatively small size
of the market, its maturity and the growing focus of broadcasters on nonlinear services, particularly in
Australia and New Zealand. More than 500 HD channels could be broadcast in the region by 2025. Around
50% of total channels distributed in the region should be HD channels in 2025. Transponder demand should
remain largely stable during the forecast period at approximately 90 units. Overall, the number of TV channels
broadcast in the region is expected to increase to just under 1,000 in 2025. Ultra HD is expected to have a limited impact on the market. Around 30 channels should be broadcast by 2025.

Dimitri Buchs is a Senior Consultant of Euroconsult based in Montreal, Canada, with expertise in
economic and strategic analysis. Dimitri’s specialty lies in digital TV and media markets and their impact
on the satellite business. He is also involved in activities linked to the RPAS market. His activities include
qualitative and quantitative business analysis, review of market prospects and business plans. Since joining Euroconsult in 2007, he has managed and contributed to more than 30 consulting missions for a wide
range of international clients including satellite operators, service providers and investment funds. Dimitri is the editor of our two
thematic reports on video services, DTH TV Platforms, Key Economics and Prospects and Video Content Management and
Distribution. He is also the editor of FSS Operators: Benchmarks & Performance Review, and of our report on the RPAS market,
Prospects for Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems. Dimitri also contributes to our premium research report World Satellite
Communications & Broadcasting Markets Survey.
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SES’s Operations room at its headquarters in Luxembourg

Video in Asia:
Today and into the Future
Deepak Mathur, Executive Vice President, Global Sales, SES Video

A decade ago, a traditional pay-TV operator would have had a business model that relied on a large volume of

Asia’s Media Landscape Today

channels distributed to a single set of subscribers in the market. However, this model is fast becoming obso-

For the most part of the 20th century, the television was a household staple and the centrepiece of many

lete with evolving media consumption habits and consumers’ rising expectations of content.

homes throughout the world. While the television is still ubiquitous today, avenues for consuming entertainment have expanded vastly – people can now view video content across multiple screens, both at home and

Broadcasters now need to deliver video in far more ways than they traditionally have had to, and are starting

on the go.

to think about how they can best fulfil consumers’ appetites for content and viewing options. To do that, it has
become necessary to incorporate OTT (over-the-top) content to complement the pay-TV side of their business,

In Asia, linear broadcast television continues to be the most important method of consuming video content, but

enabling them to time shift, location shift and device shift their content, delivering both the linear and non-lin-

a paradigm shift has occurred in the way that we consume content. Most consumers may still be watching the

ear experience.

very same content, but may want to watch it at different times, places, and on different devices – mobile
phones during their daily commutes, on laptops in planes, or on flat panel displays in the comfort of their living

This means pay-TV operators must have the ability to not only deliver the content in the living room, but also in

rooms.

other places, and potentially monetise the content by charging subscribers in a slightly different manner for
the added convenience of time and location-shifted content.

Evolving with Times
Alongside the changing media landscape, the satellite industry must evolve too. Our SES Video business unit
was created for this purpose – to dive deeper into what the broadcast sector needs.
With SES Video, we have developed a fundamentally deeper focus on the video ecosystem. Building on our
expertise in the linear delivery of content over satellite, we are also helping customers in non-linear delivery,
independent of time and location. As part of this process, we have created global media services provider MX1
to complement what we do over satellite. MX1 extends our range of services to include end-to-end solutions
for any on-demand and non-linear platforms, and is designed to offer our customers the OTT or value-added
services that, traditionally, a pure-satellite player is not able to provide.
In Asia, there are also several fragmented geographies or markets, where people either get their video content
from a variety of sources, or where there has not been enough pay-TV penetration yet. Coalescing the market
demand can be a challenge in these parts.
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Screens showing channels of transponders in the Digital Network Operations room

Within SES Video, we are also building platform services, which create an intermediary step for broadcasters
in fragmented markets. It allows us to bring together content from local content producers on a unified platform and helps our partners in those local markets to introduce value-added services, and start to create a payTV ecosystem there. This goes towards our belief that every subscriber should have access to the best content,
whether international or local, no matter where they are located.
In markets that lack an established pay-TV system, smaller, local content producers operating there typically
have a limited terrestrial distribution. The platform services built by SES Video helps them fundamentally monetise their content by enabling them to expand their reach, invest in better quality content, and attract subscribers willing to pay for the content. This creates a positive cycle within the ecosystem.

Upcoming Video Developments
Alongside the rise of OTT services, pay-TV will continue to be an important part of the video ecosystem, especially in Asia.
Asia’s ecosystem is unique in that the entire video value chain, from content and compression to infrastructure,
distribution, and especially the market volume, comes together to enable affordable content for audiences in
the region. Although many OTT subscriptions offer consumers an extensive content library at a reasonable
price, consumers in many parts of Asia such as Indonesia or the Philippines, which have a high volume, already
enjoy a broad range of TV channels at a significantly lower cost. With audiences consuming content both on
linear TV and OTT services, there is a need for OTT providers and pay-TV operators alike to combine both components to maximise revenue opportunities.
Investing in higher quality content is another area that operators and content providers have begun to consider.
4K adoption is gradually progressing, with established TV markets including South Korea and Japan, which
has even started on 8K broadcasts, already rolling out 4K TV channels. I am often asked if these improvements
in quality make a difference to consumers: do they care if they watch a show in High Definition (HD) or 4K?
In my view, they absolutely do. In Singapore, where I have lived for the past two decades, Standard Definition
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(SD) was the primary form of content we received until about 4 years ago, no matter the service provider.

We are inevitably moving towards location-independent, time-independent experiences. When people are

While most of this content has moved to HD today, the SD video feed still exists. Yet there is no doubt that

mobile, for example, they want content delivered in the highest possible quality, time and location-shifted, to

given a choice between the two, no one would opt for the SD feed if the HD feed is available.

the small screen. But at home, they would want the most immersive content delivered to their living rooms on
their 50 or 60 inch TV screen. On an airplane, they would want to consume content as though they were at

The move towards better quality content is an ongoing process, and I believe it is a question of habit; as 4K

home and on a 1GB connected line. These are the types of content that will be truly meaningful to consumers,

screens become increasingly common, and better quality content is produced in 4K, we will begin to expect

having the richest possible experience that they can have at any given point.

and demand 4K content.
Higher quality picture will always begin as a premium offering, just as HD did, with the cinematic and sports

The Next Frontier

channels being the first to offer it. Ultra HD (UHD) may not alter the viewing experience for certain types of

Five years from today, our content consumption habits probably would not be too dissimilar to how they are

content such as soap operas or sitcoms, but it will enable pay-TV operators to deliver unique value to their

today, but with richer content, deeper viewing experiences, and more extensive content libraries delivered to

subscribers. Over time, when UHD becomes more dominant for sports and premium movies, the ability to deliv-

wherever, whenever, and however we want them.

er UHD for these types of content will allow pay-TV operators to truly differentiate themselves and create an
additional monetisation opportunity.

I could not hazard a guess what technology or the future of media and entertainment would look like a couple
of decades from now – that is a lifetime in technology. We may very well have TV screens that are integrated

In the next five years, I believe 4K certainly has the potential to occupy between 15 to 25 per cent of the con-

into our walls, where the wall forms your display, or possibly even screens that we can customise and resize

tent space in certain markets, and Virtual Reality (VR) content will come to occupy a small niche of 4K.

as we wish, depending on the type of content.

VR will be especially relevant for types of entertainment that are best enjoyed in a deeply immersive environ-

What is clear is that without constant innovation to try and address what the market needs, we in the industry

ment, such as gaming, nature or travel related programmes. Picture yourself on a climb up snow-capped

– whether pay-TV operators, OTT service providers, or satellite operators – risk becoming obsolete. We need

Mount Everest with the roar of winds whirling around you, or by the shore on the Galapagos Islands with lush

to gear ourselves up and embrace innovation, before the next new wave of technology further transforms our

greenery and crystal blue waters almost lapping at your feet. VR will make for extremely compelling television

media landscape, to continue delivering the best possible content and experiences to consumers.

for these genres.

Deepak Mathur is Executive Vice President, Global Sales at SES Video. An industry veteran with
more than 20 years’ experience, he is responsible for driving growth and strategy for SES’s global video
business, while providing customers with world-class satellite and content delivery services and solutions. He was previously Senior Vice President, Commercial at SES for Asia-Pacific and the Middle East
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Reaching More Homes and New
Audiences via Satellite
Markus Fritz, Executive Vice President,
Commercial Development & Strategic Partnerships, Eutelsat

In fast-growing markets like Asia-Pacific, satellites actively fuel the growth of TV platforms, channels, telecom
network services and OTT players, increasing the immediate reach of their services and improving customer
experience while reducing content distribution costs. By leveraging the multiple features of satellites to offer
the best of both broadcast and broadband worlds, operators such as Eutelsat can efficiently and instantly generalise reach to more homes and new audiences.
When compared with terrestrial networks, the superiority of satellite technology becomes even more acute
with the development of 4K/Ultra HD which will take bandwidth demands to a new level. Eutelsat has been a
first mover in this evolution, working with all actors in the broadcasting chain and already broadcasts some of
the first 4K/ Ultra HD channels in Europe, Turkey and Russia, as well as manages complex special event transmissions.
The unique distribution capabilities of satellite were illustrated by the Vatican in December 2015 for the ceremony of the opening of the Holy Door which marked the beginning of the Jubilee Year of Mercy. It was the first
worldwide 4K/Ultra HD broadcast via satellite, transmitted in Asia and Oceania by EUTELSAT 172A.
As video consumption patterns have evolved, fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) infrastructure can provide a connected
TV experience, but only in a standalone manner. However, fibre deployment is conditioned by return on investment for terrestrial operators, meaning that users in more rural or semi-rural areas may be left on the sidelines.
The hybridisation of networks – combining existing “broadcast” networks, such as satellite with DTT, or satellite with “broadband” networks, such as DSL or 3G/LTE – is a solution that is readily available and is an indispensable complement to fibre roll-out plans. In this case, hybrid solutions can offer TV services by bundling
broadband network access with the linear image quality of broadcast for consumers. At the same time, satellite brings linear content with the best possible quality. Already several million subscribers use satellite hybrid
solutions, with offers from operators including Telekom Austria, Deutsche Telekom, Sky Italia in Italy, and
DirecTV in the United States.
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Hybrid DTH/DTT Solutions to Boost Digital Migration

2011. This left 1.5 million households outside the reach of DTT. Fransat, a satellite delivery service via Eutelsat

Many video markets are undergoing a migration from analogue to digital and from standard definition to high

which has broadcast since 2009, offers a DTH alternative enabling all the population to receive French DTT

definition TV. At the same time, projects for Ultra HD are beginning to emerge, a progressive evolution of sig-

channels available on the network. By covering 100% of the territory, the platform serves more than 2 million

nal quality that will be an important driver of growth in the coming years. Globally, Eutelsat has gained a lead-

homes equipped for direct reception, efficiently meeting the needs of citizens situated beyond coverage of

ing position in digital migration, with over 10 years of pan-regional experience and more than 20 countries

DTT, cable or ADSL.

served, including France, Greece, Italy and Ireland in Europe, and in Africa, Algeria, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Kenya and Zimbabwe, among many others.

Satellite feeds digital signals to many different platforms, whether DTH, terrestrial, cable, IPTV, web or mobile
networks. It provides cost-effective distribution to a large nationwide coverage, independent of existing infra-

Satellite offers a clear advantage when it comes to delivering linear content. When compared to the coverage

structure and borders, enabling services to be delivered to the end-user irrespective of how challenging the

and capabilities of terrestrial networks, satellite provides cost-effective and immediate access to TV customers

landscape. It can reach an unlimited number of end-users with no additional costs, and handle all formats –

virtually anywhere, with consistent signal quality across the coverage, be it directly with Direct-to-Home (DTH)

digital, HDTV, UHD and IP – today and tomorrow.

or indirectly by distributing content to other networks, including cable, Digital Terrestrial TV (DTT) and IPTV.
By combining DTT and DTH distribution for digital migration, operators can offer a fast, cost-efficient, nationwide service that reaches everybody.

The Challenge in Ensuring Nationwide DTT
The main challenge in deploying nationwide DTT is to ensure the timely switch-over of networks to entire populations, to avoid creating a “Digital Divide”. This is particularly the case when countries need to efficiently
serve vast geographic regions with mountain ranges and wide-spread islands outside of DTT network footprints, or with interference issues on borderlines to neighbouring countries.
Funding a nationwide DTT network is often underestimated and can delay the switch-over to DTT. As such, particularly in emerging markets, experience has shown that a hybrid approach, with satellite feeding DTT networks
and at the same time complementing DTT white-spots via DTH, is the most cost and time efficient solution.
Most terrestrial operators deploy fibre networks or DTT towers based on the potential return on investment;
users in more rural or semi-rural areas generally go unserved. As a consequence the exclusive use of terrestrial networks could permanently exclude a significant portion of consumers, leaving them unable to access both
linear and non-linear services in areas with no terrestrial coverage.
Also, as picture resolution and screen quality are continually improving, requiring increasing bandwidth
resources to provide audiences with the quality they expect, broadcasters need to ensure sufficient spectrum
is available for future HD or Ultra HD services. Terrestrial networks and especially DTT networks may face
challenges in terms of future readiness due to a potential lack of spectrum.

The Benefit of Point-to-Multi-Point
Most governments that have decided on a DTT solution have found that as digital programming and picture
quality expands – and the number of towers needed to serve their audience grows – satellite’s point-to-multi-

How Can Satellite Help?

point advantages become obvious. Also, in some cases, the reliability of a terrestrial infrastructure is put into

Rather than investing in costly nationwide terrestrial infrastructure to extend networks to smaller population

question due to environmental conditions on the ground, or the fact that fibre and other terrestrial infrastruc-

bases, many operators have realised that they can reach their last-mile objectives via satellite, where no addi-

ture is vulnerable to theft or vandalism.

tional massive investment is required, because the overall region – including rural areas, islands and border-
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line regions – is already fully covered by the footprint of the satellite. Homes throughout the satellite coverage

Kenya’s recent experience is instructive. The company managing digital migration realised that the cost of

can receive the DTT channels immediately, without needing to wait for new investment in the terrestrial infra-

bringing content from a central hub or from the broadcast studios to more than a dozen towers was actually

structure and its deployment across the territory.

less expensive via satellite than by fibre distribution.

France carried out its digital transition between 2005 and 2011 and is a good example. France started DTT roll-

China’s StarTimes uses Eutelsat satellite capacity in Africa to distribute content to terrestrial towers. In order

out in 2005, covering 35% of the population, with the aim of covering 100% in 3 years. By mid-2008, the

to complete their coverage and reach homes not covered by DTT, they have widened their reach with a DTH

installation of new DTT transmission sites extended DTT coverage to 87% of the population, and 95% by end-

offer. Conversely, Canal+ Overseas have complemented their DTH offer with a DTT package for French-
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speaking homes in Africa, using satellite to feed the towers and capture mass market audiences.
In Asia, for example, the Philippines are a good reference case of how satellite infrastructure can offer clear
value to a stand-alone terrestrial solution. The nation already has a thriving DTH market, and as it undergoes
the process of analogue to digital migration, it is looking to strengthen its cable and DTT network. Here,
Eutelsat can offer a dedicated spot beam to provide international programming to cable and IP distribution
points and DTT towers, bringing new international content to the market and enabling broadcasters to provide
audiences with more choice. Many other countries in the APAC region, and globally, face similar challenges,
and a combination of DTH and DTT can be the best solution.

Which Bandwidth?
Once the logic of a satellite distribution network becomes apparent, the choice of bandwidth arises. Two solutions are possible. Hybrid solutions, which combine C-band and Ku-band, use C-band capacity for DTT tower
feeding to populated areas and a DTH complement in Ku-band enabling homes in rural areas to receive the
same DTT channels. Alternatively, single band solutions use Ku-band to feed both the DTT towers, to reach
populated areas, and also broadcast the same channels as a DTH signal to reach rural areas.
In some cases, countries have opted for the hybrid solution using C-band to distribute programming direct to
terrestrial towers, while using Ku-band for DTH broadcasting. Others such as Zimbabwe, which does not have
significant rainfall, operate a total Ku-band solution using Ku-band satellite links to broadcast to terrestrial
towers and to provide a comprehensive DTH offering.
C-band has been used in many cases owing to its resistance to rain fade. Depending on local weather, the
choice of a C-band satellite might be preferable as it provides a robust transmission. However, Ku-band has
historically been the preferred bandwidth for DTH, and it, too, has demonstrated the ability to provide operational service, even in rainy conditions.

Frequency Management
As terrestrial coverage is not as wide as satellite coverage, more than one terrestrial transmitter may be needed to cover a region. Network configuration must take the frequencies into account, either as a frequency independent Multiple Frequency Network (MFN), or frequency dependent Single Frequency Network (SFN), which
reuses frequencies.
Contribution to two DTT sites in a MFN scenario

20
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The MFN is a classic, simple, distribution network, fully compatible with DTH distribution and the DVB-T stan-

Complementary Solutions for Universal Coverage

dard. High-power transmitters cover a wide area, with each transmitter using its own frequency to distribute a

The bottom line is that a combined DTT/satellite solution is, in many cases, more cost-effective than stand-

multiplex.

alone DTT, notably with governments that have enacted universal service commitments for telecommunications. What’s true in Europe and the Americas is also true in Africa and Asia – nations that proclaim universal

The SFN enables efficient use of broadcast frequencies, with the same frequency used over several areas. This

coverage as a policy goal cannot do it with terrestrial means alone.

means low-power transmitters can be used rather than the powerful transmitters used in MFN mode, however,
the main drawback is that it is not possible to modify the DTT multiplex once it has been built.

Once the problems of cost, reach and speed of deployment have been resolved, the remaining challenges for
any country preparing for the digital transition are: managing the service, sourcing consumer hardware, distri-

Contribution to two DTT sites in a SFN scenario

bution of set-top boxes, and sourcing content.
By sharing our longstanding technical and commercial experience from working with public and private broadcasters, as well as many regional governments around the world, Eutelsat can provide the most suitable satellite and best-in-class technical solution with the expertise to help drive the digitalisation process and contribute to the growth of a dynamic and durable broadcast sector.

Feeding the Networks
As the difference in bitrates can be quite significant between DTT distribution and DTH broadcast, a dedicated
satellite transponder to feed the DTT transmitters with a single DTT multiplex is not efficient. To optimise the
use of the satellite capacity, one solution is to broadcast two DTT multiplexes into a satellite transponder. To
further improve the efficiency of the system, the DTT network and DTH households can be fed at the same
time. However, a “classic” DTH distribution, which consists of multiplexing two DTT multiplexes cannot be
used for DTT distribution as the DTT multiplexes cannot be multiplexed without breaking the SFN synchronisation. Also, with DVB-T2 modulation, a DTT contribution cannot be received in a DTH environment due to the
T2-MI structure.
There are three solutions to feed a DTH and DTT network:
1. A DTT network in DVB-T Multiple Frequency Network (MFN) and a local remux at the DTT transmitter to
recreate the DTH multiplex
2. Dual illumination with one DTH-compliant contribution and a second contribution for DTT networks
3. Bridging the two networks, using a single transmission for the two contributions. Additional temporal

Markus Fritz is Executive Vice President of Commercial Development & Strategic Partnerships at

information is inserted in the DTH satellite multiplex enabling the DTT multiplex to be rebuilt at the DTT

Eutelsat. He is responsible for developing breakthrough customer and business relationships, and building and facilitating strategic mid and long-term Go-to-Market and Product Partnerships. The aim of Go-to-

transmitters. The synchronisation is respected and is therefore compatible with SFN networks.

Market Partnerships is to increase the number of sales partners and resellers both regionally and globally, improve end-to-end connectivity, and potentially reduce cost of sales and customer service. Markus
also leads Eutelsat’s global marketing communications. With over 20 years international experience in various leading positions in
the satellite, ICT and consumer electronics industries, he is a leading expert in the global digital broadcasting business and its
dynamics.
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INTERVIEW
What role do transmission standards such as DVB-S2X play in the changing satellite
ecosystem?

Interview with
Thomas Van den
Driessche,
CEO, Newtec

With connectivity and data demands increasing at a rapid rate, we have to ensure that these can be
met in the most efficient way possible. Particularly in applications that rely on the powerful new
generation of satellites with high throughput or larger frequencies bands, DVB-S2X can provide the efficiency
gains needed to enable services to be delivered in a way that meets the demands of the end-user while
remaining cost-effective.
The improved spectral efficiency DVB-S2X delivers also means that it can support large numbers of users, giving operators additional capabilities to develop new services as they look to branch out and open new, lucrative revenue streams in vertical applications.

Newtec is seen as a specialist in HTS technology – what role does HTS have in the
Asia Pacific region?
Worldwide, there are more than 25 satellite operators in operation. Many of those serve the Asia
Pacific region or sub-regions of Asia, with exciting new players emerging. From the current roadmaps, most of the regional HTS launches in Asia will be in 2019, but this could also reflect the two-year time

Following your appointment as Newtec CEO six months ago, how are you helping

off-set from decisions taken in 2017.

transform the company's business strategy?
We believe HTS is a great solution for the geographic challenges of the region, with its vast number of islands
Newtec has always been able to adapt well to changes in the industry and we have been aligning

and nations to connect, as well as heavily-used maritime and flight routes.

our product, market and corporate strategy since my appointment. In the current market, the changes are being caused by the disruptions in satellite technology, and how we deal with those changes in the

The HTS approach is also a good starting point for dealing with changing market applications required in APAC

media, government, cellular and mobility markets is what sets Newtec apart.

region, with platforms such as Newtec Dialog® forming the ground segment to ensure these multiple applications can be served without additional investment.

The growing popularity of High Throughput Satellite (HTS) platforms and the emergence of Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) constellations are creating new challenges that the industry will have to carefully consider to determine
its future direction. However, one thing that is consistent is the increasing demand by end-users for more data

Newtec Office in Singapore

that is a key driver for us.

With the Internet of Things (IoT) constantly evolving, where will satellite companies fit
in the industry?
Satellite will almost certainly be the long tail of the connectivity graph for the IoT, with satellite
nodes serving as injection points to the cloud-based services that the IoT can deliver.
However, when it comes to more advanced IoT applications such as connected cars, satellite is likely to act as
a complementary connectivity tool. This is an area that is becoming increasingly interesting to satellite operators that see it as an opportunity to enter the market as bandwidth availability increases and prices drop.
Meanwhile, the evolution of antennas and modems in the ground segment will determine if satellite has a role
to play in connecting cars and wider IoT applications, or whether it plays the simple role of sending and sharing aggregated data from devices.
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HTS session at CommunicAsia moderated by NSR (left) with C-level experts from (left to right) ABS, Thaicom, SES, AsiaSat, Newtec
and Intelsat

How is Newtec meeting the challenges provided by the Asia Pacific region?
As data demands increase and diversify, the Asia Pacific market is changing. Alongside Newtec’s
more traditional markets such as broadband and mobile backhaul, there is an increasing demand for
satellite services that in areas such as banking, in-flight connectivity and maritime VSAT communications.
We have grown in our understanding of the region’s needs, both in terms of the geographies we serve and the
applications we offer. For the applications, our products and technologies are matched to the needs of the Asia
Pacific market and deliver best-in-class OPEX efficiency.
Our local presence in the region is expanding under our new VP Asia Sjoerd De Clerck and we have recently
brought in Mark Lee as Regional Sales Director. We have also added local business development talent, scaled
the operational teams in Singapore and Bejing and implemented a ‘follow the sun’ principle to allow a consistent support operation across the APAC region. Additionally, we have also added in-country management for
major markets like Indonesia.
These have been key moves for Newtec, allowing us to strengthen our partnerships with both integrators and
service providers across the region, solidifying our position and leading to a continuous gain of market share.
For Newtec, the future in Asia Pacific seems bright.

Thomas Van den Driessche holds a Master’s degree in electronics and marketing from the University of Ghent. Thomas
started out as a Product Manager in the broadcast and AV market and was awarded several times by leading organizations such as
NAB, Infocomm and Vanguard.
Over the past 15 years he has been active in the broadcast and satellite markets. Thomas Van den Driessche has been with
Newtec for nine years and has held various positions. His latest roles include Sales and Business Development Director Europe, VP
Market Strategy and Chief Commercial Officer. Since January 2017 Thomas is the CEO of Newtec.
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FOCUS ASIA

The State of Satellite Video Markets
Alan Crisp, Senior Analyst, NSR

The Big Picture
Video broadcast for both DTH and Video Distribution has historically been the mainstay of FSS demand, with
long term contracts and stable capacity demand growth ever continuing. However, with significant changes in
consumer entertainment markets over the last number of years, including OTT and expanding terrestrial
Internet speeds, what will be the impact to the satellite leasing markets for video in the Asia Pacific?
NSR’s recently released Linear TV via Satellite, 9th Edition report found that an additional 12,200 new channels will be broadcast in 2026 over 2016 levels on both DTH and Video Distribution. However, growth will not
be spread evenly across the regions, with significant variation in changes in channel counts between developed and under-developed regions; i.e. mature vs non-mature video markets.

Global Channel Counts, 2016-2026
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Growth over the past year has been driven by a handful of new platforms being broadcast in the developing

high cost ground infrastructure. Consequently, stable channel counts in North America and Western Europe are

world, with countries such as Myanmar and Indonesia showing particularly strong growth. When looking at

contrasted with stronger growth in more developing regions, such as the Asia Pacific.

the less developed markets of Latin America, Middle East, Africa, South and Southeast Asia for leased
Ku-band DTH channels, NSR forecasts channel counts will increase from 8,644 today to approx. 12,400 over

APAC Distribution Channels, Ku-band

the next decade, representing a massive ~50% increase.
Ku-band SD Channels

Ku-band HD Channels

Ku-band UHD Channels

3,500

Growth Prospects and the OTT Impact

3,000

New platforms will continue to drive growth in the short to medium term, with economies in many developing
2,500

subscriber numbers for Pay TV in such regions, growing the market pie. For DTH platforms to become profitable, however, costs will need to be minimized to drive growth with large numbers of subscribers at low
ARPUs in these regions; both content acquisition and leasing capacity costs must be minimized. The result of

Channels

regions growing alongside increases in disposable incomes. Overall purchasing power will result in greater

2,000
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this demand growth is increasing capacity requirements required from satellite operators in developing
1,000

regions. However, rapidly growing video capacity demand will remain a thing of the past, with growth at less
dynamic levels than has been seen historically at a global level.
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The linear TV market, comprising DTH and Video Distribution, remains the greatest revenue driver of the satellite industry. This will not change in the foreseeable future, although high growth rates of the past are more or
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less over. Seemingly perpetual growth is making way for longer term stability globally in terms of capacity
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declines in channel line-ups will likely accelerate cord cutting, and thus any costs saved from reduced channel
counts will be offset up an even larger decline in subscription revenues – a silver lining for satellite operators.
The greater impact from OTT will be some level of cord cutting for DTH platforms, cutting into subscriber revenues; mitigations will be required such as bundling OTT into DTH platforms to stem potential subscriber
declines. In more developing regions, OTT is having an impact; however, the effect is significantly smaller. In
such markets where Internet penetration and connectivity speeds are low, DTH and satellite video distribution
are the most effective way to reach audiences with significantly lower cost with point to multipoint benefits.
This is the key way to reach new subscribers at low ARPUs with ‘instant infrastructure’ compared to rolling out
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Despite the rapid growth of OTT options and services, channel line-ups will not see significant declines. Any
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The 12,000 new channels NSR projects globally by 2026 will be dominated by growth in developing regions

Bottom Line

but despite such strong channel growth, satellite capacity demand requirements will not grow as fast in the

The ‘golden goose’ of video will continue to remain alive long-term; however, capacity growth will be limited

long term, due to an acceleration in the use of better compression technologies moving forward, which has the

in the medium-term as Cable TV and IPTV platforms turn to HEVC to reduce costs. Increasing compression is

potential to impact the satellite industry as a whole. NSR forecasts capacity leased for DTH and Video

not going away, and there are limited ways that satellite operators can slow this trend – it will be critical for

Distribution on C- and Ku-band will increase from 3,325 TPEs in 2016 to 3,528 TPEs in 2026, peaking in 2023 at

operators to take into account accelerating levels of compression in long-term strategic planning. In developed

3,539 TPEs. This is a flat market but one with a very high market base.

regions such as East Asia, the growth of high bandwidth Ultra HD provides a silver lining in countries dogged
by flat growth in channel broadcasts. In the mean time, the greatest growth opportunities will be in emerging

Further, as OTT impacts the bottom lines of video platforms with lower subscriber growth rates, and cord-cut-

markets, driving channel growth and the addition of new platforms – which will remain fundamental no matter

ting being a threat particularly in developed Asian markets such as East Asia, platforms and content distribu-

what kinds of compression are implemented.

tors are looking at ways to reduce cost of their service that are not perceived by the end user. Reducing capacity costs through compression is one of the core ways this will be achieved.

Satellite operators serving developing regions will have an advantage as DTH and video distribution capacity
demand continues to grow, driven by consumer trends and economic growth. This will be advantageous to

Traditionally the talk of the more efficient HEVC codec (High Efficiency Video Coding), currently the gold stan-

operators in those regions as sustained video demand with longer contract leases will continue to boost fill

dard for low bandwidth video, has revolved around the introduction of Ultra HD channels. This enables satel-

rates as demand from other, data-centric applications moves to HTS capacity.

lite operators to load 3-4 Ultra HD channels on a single transponder, and many more for SD and HD. However,
moving forward NSR expects the migration of SD and HD channels to HEVC compression from MPEG-4, and in

Nonetheless, in all regions within the large Asia Pacific, Linear TV markets will remain the bread and butter of

many cases, from the even less efficient MPEG-2. Doing so could reduce capacity requirements by more than

the satellite industry for some time, although the very high growth rates of the past decades are over. The

40% in one swoop, and should a large number of platforms make the switch, there would be huge impacts

world’s largest markets by number of subscribers – especially India, United States, and various Western

financially for satellite operators, with lower levels of capacity demand and leasing revenue growth from

European countries – are either saturated or stagnating. However, there is still some room in developed

video.

regions for enhanced content quality and ethnic programing in diverse parts of the world and Asia’s diversity
and large TV household base continues to be a solid, if not stable, proposition for Linear TV.

The Video Distribution side (to cable and IPTV headends) is where the majority of increasing compression will
occur. This trend is due to the expected headend technology upgrade that platforms will undertake to support
this compression when lease agreements are either renewed, or a de-escalation clause is triggered. Some levels of headend consolidation will also contribute to flattening growth longer term. DVB-S2X would then be
implemented to achieve further efficiencies in channel transmission.
However, only a subset of platforms is expected to make the switch in the next 10 years. This will depend
upon such factors as the number of headends picking up a video feed, and the number of channels per platform. Nonetheless, such compression increases are already being felt by operators, including by the MPEG 2 to
MPEG4 switchover. On Ku-band Video Distribution 54% of channels still use MPEG-2, compared to 43% on
C-band, indicating there is significant room for platforms to migrate to more efficient technologies. NSR
expects HEVC implementation to accelerate migration, as platforms look to cut costs and optimize operations
in an environment with increasing competition from non-linear video sources.
On the DTH side, however, there will be limited impact. Generally speaking, the cost of upgrading set top
boxes to handle HEVC compression will be prohibitive compared to the cost savings for DTH platforms. The
greater cost of HEVC compatible set top boxes will mean that its implementation will generally be reserved to
higher ARPU 4K/Ultra HD subscribers, in which the codec is necessary to broadcast the format. Should subscription to Ultra HD content (and thus HEVC compatible set top boxes) become widespread, platforms could
upgrade all of their feeds to HEVC. However, given the relatively slow rate of adoption of Ultra HD subscriptions, such a major change would not become widespread for well over 10 years.

Alan Crisp joined NSR in 2014, following a Hong Kong based engineering role at Aurecon. He is the
co-author of NSR’s annual M2M and IoT via Satellite report and also Linear TV and other video broadcasting reports. As a member of NSR’s Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) group, Crisp’s areas comprise of
M2M and IoT communications - including both the satellite and terrestrial M2M landscape.
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TRENDS

Revolutionary Satellite-to-Mobile
Multimedia Broadcasting Concept
Charles Wong, Chairman and CEO, CMMB Vision Holdings Limited

Our Business
CMMB Vision Holdings Limited (“CMMB”) is a company listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (stock code:
471.HK). CMMB strives to provide the world’s first satellite-to-mobile internet multimedia broadcast services
to the global market. The Company owns geosynchronous L-band satellites converged with LTE cellular network to deliver unlimited cloud-based entertainment and data services to vehicles and mobile devices at no
data cost. The contents cover numerous live video and audio channels, on-demand videos, internet downloads,
and big data telematics, which are directly streamed from satellite to devices.

Figure 1-Concept of Satellite-to-mobile multimedia broadcasting
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Our Satellites

expected to increase 100 times in the next 10 years, and mostly on videos, and over half of the world still

CMMB, through its U.S. affiliate, acquired and owns an unparalleled global infrastructure composed of two

remain unconnected, where a new solution is needed to resolve these issues.

geostationary satellites, AsiaStar (105 E) and AfriStar (21 E), each of which has right of 25 MHz L-band speco

o

trum (1467 to 1492 MHz). The satellites cover the entire Asia Pacific region, Middle East and Africa Continent,

The Company utilizes 1-to-infinite capability of mobile broadcasting to solve this massive delivery bottleneck.

with over 6 billion people, that makes up 70% of the world population. At the very beginning, AsiaStar and

Broadcasting can deliver the same content and data to unlimited users at the same time without bandwidth

AfriStar satellites were in service, and then they were replaced with new, high power and flexible satellites.

squeeze or marginal data cost. Coupled with geostationary satellite and most desirable mobile frequency,

The first replacement satellite is Silkwave-1, from Boeing, which is expected to be launched in late 2019. The

L-band, the Company achieved cellular-like propagation but with cast universal coverage. As broadcasting is

satellite uses Boeing’s 702MP satellite platform and is equipped with multi-beam payloads and digital chan-

one way, the Company integrates that with terrestrial network (3G/LTE) to enable return path and two-way

nelizer.

interactivity. Together it makes a holistic mobile content delivery solution tailored to mass-market multimedia.

Figure 3-Broadcast Satellite + 4G Convergence

Figure 2- Coverage of AfriStar and AsiaStar

China Development as Initial Market
While CMMB is targeting a global business deployment, initial services deployment will be China. China is the
world’s largest market with 194 million cars growing to 450 million cars in the next 10 years, and over 1 billion

Our System and Technology

smartphones. Over 28 million new cars were added in 2016 alone. Nevertheless, connected car services are

The Company acquired the L-band geosynchronous satellites and also developed a suite of OFDM-based

limited today, and China’s 4G coverage is limited to 35% only. Therefore, it is worth to target this market first.

mobile digital broadcasting technology, termed NGB-W/S, which can seamlessly integrate satellite broadcasting with LTE cellular networks, such that users can download unlimited data-free content via broadcasting

The Company has already developed full-fledged infrastruc-

while interacting with two-way internet communications. Together they form the world’s largest and most

ture, government partnerships, and low cost eco-system ready

commercially scalable cloud-based mobile content delivery platform.

for commercial services. Business partners in China include
SAPPRFT (State Administration of Press and Production, Radio,

Digital revolution and smart device proliferation have propelled exponential growth of mobile data consump-

Film and Television), and China Telecom. The Company estab-

tion. There is increasing demand amongst consumers towards digital consumption in a mobile environment. A

lished a local joint venture, Global Vision Media Technologies

future media environment shall support device independent, as well as consumption of content and services

with SAPPRFT as an entity to offer the services.

anytime and anywhere. On the other hand, social media tends to assimilate consumer taste via promotion platforms. Over 80% of users download top 5% of the content. Today’s mobile data is mainly delivered by cellular

CMMB’s flagship product is M-Box, an in-car multimedia

networks such as 3G/LTE, which are increasingly inundated with congestion, bandwidth shortage, poor cover-

solution that will be installed in pre-factory vehicles in China

age, and expensive data charges. Core issue is that the 1-to-1 unicasting delivery architecture is highly ineffi-

as the industry-standard. We have started field test of the
services, and expect to soft-launch the product in 2018 with

cient when comes to mass-market multimedia distribution. A cellular base-station typically can handle 40-50
simultaneous sessions of internet browsing, let alone high-definition live content. With mobile data demand
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M-box Demonstration during CCBN 2017

full launch in 2019.
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Bringing You Your Favorite Channels

Global Deployment
The Company’s business and technical infrastructures are highly scalable globally. Leveraging the infrastructure developed for the China services as well as the satellites’ footprints, the Company will replicate the services to other regional markets than China to achieve a global franchise. To start with this, the Company will
deploy satellite free-to-air mobile TV “Amego” and mobile education solution “e-Box” in India, starting in late
2017 with local business and government partners, which will then be followed by connected-cars services.
CMMB is also in planning activities of other deployments at other markets in Asia, Middle East and Africa.

Charles Wong is the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the CMMB Vision Holdings Limited.
He has extensive experiences in finance, technology, and industrial management. He engineered the
restructuring and reorganization of Global Flex Holdings Limited, a manufacturing company, into CMMB
Vision Holdings Limited, a market leader in the development and operation of state-of-the-art mobile
multimedia technologies tailored to the internet age. Wong is also the founder and managing director of
Chi Capital Holdings Ltd, a securities and private equity group. He also worked as the business head for derivatives and securities
departments of Goldman Sachs, Citibank, and BNP Paribas, and business and financial management departments of General
Electric and McKinsey.
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EVENT REVIEW

Empowering Satellite:
Connecting Unlimited Possibilities
CommunicAsia 2017 Satcomm Summit

The satellite industry is at a tipping point in its development with the expansion of HTS systems and the intro-

Forum: Keeping the Promise of HTS and its Commercial Value, moderated by Jose del Rosario (Research

duction of satellite constellations as well as the shift of media distribution to OTT. The CommunicAsia2017

Director, NSR), questions on identifying key commercial attributes and business models to gain a stronger

Satellite Summit focused on how the satellite industry is changing and impacting the world of Future

industry foothold were answered. Patompob (Nile) Suwansiri (Chief Commercial Officer, Thaicom), Elias

Connectivity, how satellite will play a pivotal role in accelerating the growth of M2M/IoT, and where we are at

Zaccack (Executive Vice President, Global Sales, SES Networks), Thomas Choi (CEO, ABS), Thomas Van den

when it comes to next generation global networks.

Driessche, (CEO, Newtec), Andrew Jordan (CEO, AsiaSat), and Terry Bleakley (Regional Vice President APAC
Sales, Intelsat) shared their insight and outlook on the current satellite industry and its future with the audi-

The Summit jointly organized by APSCC, talkSatellite and UBM SES was held on 23 May 2017 to offer an

ence.

opportunity to better understand the new dynamics of the industry as it faces these challenges and opportunities

The afternoon session kicked off with a presentation by Mark Rigolle (Chief Executive Officer, LEOSAT) on
“Uncovering the LEO-GEO Link – Commercialization of the 78-Satellite Constellation”. Jags Burhm (Senior Vice

After the welcome speech by Dr. Seong Joong Kim (Executive Director, APSCC) and Kevin French (Publisher,

President, Aero Global Mobility, Eutelsat) then gave a presentation addressing the future of in-flight connectiv-

talk Satellite), Stephane Palomba (VP Global Cellular Services, Speedcast) opened the Satcomm 2017 summit,

ity along with a summary on the IFC market and key developments & trends. Endi Fitri Herlianto (Business

while pointing out the VSAT potential: deep-diving on cellular backhaul capabilities. At Satellite C-Suite

Director, Patrakom) shared a diagnosis and prospect of the Indonesia’s maritime industry and the strategy to
formulate creative business models using new technologies.
At the afternoon panel discussion “Seizing Growth Opportunities in IoT and M2M Market – How will this
Revamp the Role of the Satellite Industry?” moderated by David Hartshorn (Secretary General, GVF), Tim Last
(Vice President & GM, IoT Line of Business, Iridium), Tim Bailey (Executive Vice President, Products, Marketing,
& Business Development, SpeedCast), Ramesh Ramaswamy (SVP and GM – International Division, Hughes
Network System), and Erwin Schmidt (Director of Sales Engineering, Globecomm Systems) discussed on harvesting economies of scale from IoT and 5G networks by increasing accessibility to satellite services with complementary technologies and hybrid solutions. David Bruner (Vice President of Global Communications
Services, Panasonic Avionics) presented aeronautical satellite applications and its ongoing evolution while
sharing key drivers related to security, accessibility and ease of use when installing in-flight entertainment
platform with audience.
The Satellite Summit came to the end with a closing panel discussion: “How is IP and Hybrid Networks
Changing the Satellite Industry of Tomorrow?” The panel was moderated by Blaine Curcio (Principal Analyst,
NSR) and joined by panelists Ramesh Ramaswamy, (SVP and GM – International Division, Hughes Network
System), Todd McDonell (VP – Global Government Solutions, Inmarsat), Itzik Wulkan (Chief Executive Officer,
NovelSat) and Paul Sheridan (Vice President, Optus Satellite) to discuss on key areas and industries for future
investments and growth and the solution on mitigating the dynamics of new markets.
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www.apscc2017.com

The APSCC Satellite Conference & Exhibition is Asia’s must-attend executive
conference for the satellite and space industry, where business leaders come
together to gain market insight, strike partnerships and conclude major deals.
Celebrating its 20th annual event APSCC 2017 #SATECHexplorer will incorporate industry veterans and new players through the 3-day of in-depth conference
program to reach out to a broader audience.
Join APSCC 2017 and expand your business network while hearing from a broad range of
thought-provoking panels and speakers representing visionary ideas and years of business
experience in the industry.

10-12 October
Intercontinental Tokyo Bay
Tokyo Japan

10 October

11 October

12 October

Satellite NOW

NEW SPACE

Policy & Technology

Keynote by Softbank

Keynote by Virgin Galactics

Interference

Satellite Operators

On-Orbit Servicing

Broadcast

Constellations

In the Spotlight with Satellite
Networks

In Flight Connectivity

Launch Service Providers

Cybersecurity

Satellite Manufacturers

In the Spotlight with Starburst

Policy & Regulation

GEO-HTS

M2M/IoT

MilSatCom

Early Bird Registration Ends on 8 September!
Register today at www.apscc2017.com

www.apscc.or.kr
T-1602, 170, Seohyeon-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13590 Rep. of KOREA

Tel. +82 31 783 6244

Fax. +82 31 783 6249

E-mail. info@apscc.or.kr

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

AUGUST
30

Digital Ship Maritime CIO Forum Tokyo t Tokyo, Japan t www.tokyo.thedigitalship.com

30-31

Space Technology & Investment Forum t San Francisco, USA t www.spacetechforum.com

SEPTEMBER
11-15

World Satellite Business Week t Paris, France t www.satellite-business.com/en

11-14

21st Summit for Satellite Financing t Paris, France t www.satellite-financing.com/en

14-18

IBC 2017 t Amsterdam, the Netherlands t www.ibc.org

19-20

Myanmar Connect 2017 t Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar t
www.capacityconferences.com/Myanmar-Connect.html

19-22

VSAT Global 2017 t London, U.K. t https://tmt.knect365.com/vsat-global/

25-28

ITU Telecom World 2017 t Busan, Korea t http://telecomworld.itu.int/

25-28

SATCOMS 2017 t London, U.K. t http://events.theiet.org/satcoms/index.cfm

OCTOBER
2-3

Satellite Innovation Symposium t Silicon Valley, CA, USA t https://satelliteinnovation.com/

10-12

APSCC 2017 Satellite Conference & Exhibition t Tokyo, Japan t www.apscc2017.com

25-27

Communic Indonesia 2017 t Jakarta, Indonesia t www.communicindonesia.com

25-27

China Satellite 2017 t Beijing, China t www.china-satellite.org

NOVEMBER
6-9

CASBAA Convention 2017 t Macau t www.casbaaconvention.com

7-9

Global MilSatCom 2017 t London, U.K. t www.globalmilsatcom.com/APSCC

8-9

The 3rd Global SatShow t Istanbul, Turkey t www.globalsatshow.com

14-17

Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum (APRSAF-24) t Bengaluru, India t
www.aprsaf.org
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management or associate fields such as datacasting, informatics, multi-media, telecommunications, and other outer

Dani Indra
Pasifik Satelit Nusantara

APSCC aims to exchange views and ideas on technologies, systems, policies and outer space activities in general

Deepak Mathur
SES

Conferences, forums, workshops, summits, symposiums, and exhibitions are organized through regional coordination

Ng Kheng Ghee
SingTel

space activities, new services and businesses via satellites.

Mitsutoshi Akao
SKY Perfect JSAT

In order to disseminate industry related information, APSCC publishes a quarterly satellite magazine as well as a

Daryl Mossman
SSL

publications are available on the Web at www.apscc.or.kr.

Tom Ochinero
SpaceX
Sandy Gillio
Thales Alenia Space
VICE PRESIDENTS
Patrick French
Intelsat
Daniel Mah
SES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Seong Joong Kim
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along with satellite communications including broadcasting for the betterment of the Asia-Pacific region.
in order to discuss issues that affect the industries and to promote and accelerate the efficient introduction of outer

monthly e-newsletter, which are distributed worldwide to members and others. The quarterly magazine and other
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